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Microcomputer-based scalp topography
mapping of event-related potentials

TYLER S. LORIG
Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois

A microcomputer-based technique to evaluate the scalp topography of event-related potentials
is described. This technique uses only four electrode locations and produces a 24 X 24 element
color matrix of the topography of scalp electrical activity across time. The program also displays
the coordinates, latency, and value of the maximum point within the matrix. The program is
implemented on an Apple II+/lle computer and is adaptable to other computers with graphic
capabilities.

Topographical analysis of human EEG has been used
for many years to provide investigators with information
about the locus of cortical activity (Remond & Offner,
1952). Relatively recent advances by Duffy and colleagues
(Duffy, Burchfiel, & Lombroso, 1979) have produced
color brain electrical activity maps (BEAMs). These maps
are useful in the detection of cortical impairments (Duffy,
Bartels, & Burchfiel, 1981) and are used to map the
spatiotemporal evolution of the P300 wave in
schizophrenics and normals (Morstyn, Duffy, &
McCarley, 1983). In this paper, I describe the implemen
tation of a similar technique on a general-purpose
microcomputer.

The event-related potential (ERP) scalp topography
mapping program uses four data files produced by a
microcomputer-based ERP data-collection system (Lorig,
1985). This data-collection system has been adapted to
record activity from four electrode locations (F7, F8, T5,
and T6; Jasper, 1958) during stimulus administration.
Each data file contains 256 data points recorded every
4 msec from stimulus onset. After the files are read into
the computer memory, the user specifies the temporal win
dow to be displayed (in milliseconds), the time increment
between successive displays, and the polarity of the ERP
wave within the window. The program calculates an ad
justed mean and standard deviation for the data points
specified and divides a range of ±3 standard deviations
into 12 color divisions. After making these calculations,
the program switches into the Apple's low-resolution
graphics mode and displays a color index and an oval
representing the subject's head viewed from the top with
a triangle indicating the nose. A 24 x 24 point rectangu
lar matrix is then established within the oval.

SCALP DISTRIBUTION MODEL

Calculation of each point within the matrix is based on
several assumptions regarding the scalp recording of brain
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potentials. It is assumed that isolated brain potentials will
be recorded allover the scalp due to conduction proper
ties of the tissue. Maximal potentials will, however, be
found at the scalp location with least impedance to the
generator source. This location is typically above the neu
ral generator, except in cases of dipoles parallel to the
scalp's surface (Towe, 1979). Thus, it is assumed that
the scalp area with maximal potential is located closest
to the source of the brain potential and that much of the
voltage recorded at other scalp areas is attributable to con
duction of the source potential with decrement due to im
pedance properties of the tissue. Although this is not a
new or controversial assumption, it is important to this
program since points within the matrix must be adjusted
according to the decrement expected to occur a given dis
tance from an electrode.

To establish a value for this decrement constant, it is
necessary to observe a voltage that is the result of a local
ized generator. By knowing the distance and voltage loss
between the electrode site and the generator, the decre
ment or space constant can be calculated. Because it is
difficult to specify the exact source of a neural genera
tor, a discrete nonneural source was used to obtain the
decrement constant for this program. Eye-blink potentials
were recorded at Fz and Pz and were compared to deter
mine the voltage loss between electrodes 24 matrix ele
ments apart. Since voltage loss is nonlinear and follows
the inverse square law, the decrement constant was' es
tablished by dividing the percent voltage loss (24%) by
the square root of the distance (24 matrix elements).

Calculation of the matrix elements proceeds in several
steps, which are outlined in Table 1. Initially, the length
of the hypotenuse from the matrix element to each elec
trode (matrix comer) is determined. Since a generator lo
cated 24 elements from an electrode site would be ex
pected to decrease by 24 %before reaching the electrode,
the value of the generator may be estimated by dividing
the observed electrode value by one minus the expected
voltage loss. This would produce an estimate of the value
of a matrix element a given distance from an electrode.
Because estimates of matrix elements may be established
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Table 1
Formulas Used for Matrix Element Calculation

e = electrode
C = decrement constant

C = .24/ffi

d. = distance from electrode to matrix element
i; = inverted distance

i. = 24-d.
(if d. > 24 then i. = 0)

D = total of inverted distances

4

D = Ei.
.=1

V. = observed value
E. = estimated value
Mv= estimated matrix element value

4

Mv = E E. (i./D)
.=1

using all four electrodes, estimates based on individual
electrodes are weighted according to their distances from
the element. Electrodes closest to the element provide the
best estimate and are given the most weight. Electrodes
that are 24 or more elements away from the element in
question provide poor estimates and are given no weight.
The four weighted estimates are then totaled to represent
the expected value at the matrix element.

The resulting element value is then scaled into one of
12 colors and displayed. Peak activity, whether positive
or negative, is displayed in red, pink, or orange. Smaller
potentials are displayed in black, violet, or blue. This en
tire process is repeated for each matrix element.

Given this set ofassumptions and parameters, the pro
gram places the locus of the generator at the vertex if the
same potentials are recorded at each electrode site. This
is because only a source potential at the vertex dissipates
equally at all four electrode locations. A source potential
with a left frontal lobe locus produces a pattern of high
left frontal activity with concentric rings of lower activity
spreading across the scalp. These rings represent the con
duction loss associated with tissue impedance. Asymmetry
or rapid degeneration of these rings represent processes
other than conduction loss which influence the recorded
voltages.

After the matrix has been drawn, the time is displayed
and the user is prompted to continue (C). Pressing C ini
tiates the drawing of the next time selection. After all ma
trices have been drawn, the latency, the left-right and
anterior-posterior coordinates, and the value of the max
imal matrix element are displayed. The Applesoft BASIC
program listing is presented in Table 2.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

To test this program, visual ERP data were collected
from a single subject at 15 electrode sites (F7, F3, Fz,
F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, and T6).
All active electrode locations were referenced to linked
mastoids and amplified using a Beckman Accutrace 200A
electroencephalograph. Single trial waveforms from F7,
F8, T5, and T6 were stored on-line using an Apple II +
microcomputer (Lorig, 1985). One trial with "classic"
ERP morphology was selected (see Figure 1) and used
in the analysis. The Nl component of this ERP peaked
at 140 msec poststimulus and tended to be maximal over
the posterior electrodes. The amplitude of this component
was determined manually (baseline to peak) for each of
the 15 electrode locations. A scalp topography map was
then generated for the 140-msec time period using only
the four electrode sites digitized during data collection.
Matrix elements corresponding to the 15 scalp locations
were identified and compared to the actual electrode
values obtained manually. A Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient indicated a significant relationship
between the actual and predicted values (r= .90, N= 15,
P < .(01). The half-tone reproduction of this scalp topog
raphy map (STM) is presented in the upper half of
Figure 2. The lower half of Figure 2 contains the STM
for the P180 component. This component was scored simi
larly to the Nl wave and also revealed a significant rela
tionship between observed and predicted values (r= .86,
N= 15, p < .(01).

DISCUSSION

This program offers investigators several advantages
over previously mentioned techniques. It can be im
plemented on a small, readily available microcomputer
and uses only four electrode locations, thus reducing the
amount of data and equipment necessary for data acqui
sition and processing while retaining a strong relation
ship to actual observed electrode values. Because the pro
gram makes predictions about the passive spread of
scalp-recorded potentials, deviations may represent ac
tive processes, such as simultaneous multiple generator
sources within the brain.

Caution must be used in the extrapolation of scalp
recorded potentials to underlying cortical sources since
these potentials may not always accurately depict corti
cal activity (Picton, 1980). Gevins (1984) found ambigui
ties in localization of source potentials using up to 60 elec
trode sites.

Another problem of interpretation concerns the rela
tionship between the functional significance of an ERP
component and its anatomical topography. Functionally
distinct components may not be represented by anatomi
cally distinct neuronal aggregates (Donchin, Ritter, &

'McCallum, 1978), but instead by broad patterns of acti-
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Table 2
Program Listing

18 [)$ = CHR$ (4)
28 HOME: INVERSE
38 PRINT'
48 PRINT'
~8 NORMAL: PRINT • ERP SCALP TOPOGRAPHY MAPPING
68 INVERSE
78 PRINT'
88 PRINT'
98 NORMAL
188 DIM A(4,256),F$(4),C(12)
118 VTAB 12
128 PRINT 'INPUT FILE NAMES IN ORDER
138 PRINT '(F7,T5,F8,T6)
148 FOR I • 1 TO 4
158 INPUT 'FILE NAME 'jF$(I)
168 NEXT I
178 HOME: VTA8 12
188 INPUT' INSERT DATA 01 SK AND PRESS RETURN' j Z$
198 HOME: VTAB 12: PRINT' LDADING DATA
288 MX .. 8:MN • 255
218 FOR X = 1 TO 4
228 PRINT [)$j'OPEN'jF$(X)
238 PRINT [)$j'READ'jF$(X)
248 FOR I I TO 256
258 INPUT J
268 A(X, I> .. J
278 NEXT I
288 PRINT D$j'CLOSE'
298 NEXT X
388 REM MATRIX DIMENSION
318 Z .. 24
328 ZI .. Z - 1
338 HY = SOR «Z A 2) * 2) + .1
348 REM RAT!0 CONSTANT
358 RK .. 2
355 RJ .. 1
368 OC = «48 - Z) / 2) 
378 RO = «48 - Z) / 2) - I"
388 REM DECREMENT CONSTANT
398 DC = .24
488 C = DC / SOR (Z)
418 HOME
428 INPUT 'SEARCH FOR NEGATIVE(I) OR POSITIVE(2) WAVES? 'jW
438 AX = 8
448 PRINT 'SEARCH RANGE IN MSEC (EX.288,588)?
458 INPUT BG,ED
468 INPUT 'INCREMENT BETWEEN STEPS (MSEC)? 'jSP
478 GOSUB 1118
488 GOSUB 978
498 GOSUB 888
~88 FOR I = BG TO ED STEP SP
518 MN = OM:ST = OS
~28 GOSUB 668
538 INPUT 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'jJ$
558 NEXT I
568 TEXT
578 HOME: PRINT • SlJ't1ARY DATA
588 VTAB 4: PRINT 'FOR FILES:':
598 FOR p. 1 TO 4: PRINT F$(P): NEXT P
~95 PRINT PRINT 'SEARCH RANGE='BG' TO "ED' STEP.·SP
688 PRINT PRINT: PRINT ·PEAK··AX
618 PRINT PRINT ·LATENCY.·LX· MSEC
628 PRINT PRINT 'L-R VALUE··RX
638 PRINT PRINT 'A-P VALUE··CX
648 END
658 REM DRAW MATRIX
668 FOR RW • 8 TO ZI
678 FOR CL • 8 TO ZI
675 REM DETERMINE DISTANCE
688 KI = SOR (RW A 2 + CL A 2)
698 K2. SOR «ZI - RW) A 2 + CL A 2)
788 K3 = SOR (RW A 2 + (ZI - CL) A 2)
718 K4. SOR «ZI - RW) A 2 + (ZI - CL) A 2)
719 REM ESTABLISH ESTIMATES
728 SA. A(I,I) / (1 - ( SOR (KI» * C)
721 SB .. A(2,I) / (I - ( SOR (K2» * C)
722 SC • A(3,1) / (I - ( SOR (K3» * C)
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Table 2 (Continued)

723 SO a A(4,I) / (1 - ( SQR (K4» * C)
729 REM ESTABLISH WEIGHTS
738 Kl = 21 - Kll IF KI < 8 THEN KI • 8
731 K2 = 21 - K21 IF K2 < 0 THEN K2 • 0
732 IF K3 > 21 THEN K3 21
733 K3 • 21 - K31 IF K3 < 0 THEN K3 • 0
734 K4 = 21 - K41 IF K4 < 0 THEN K4 • 8
735 KS = Kl A RJ + K2 A RJ + K3 A RJ + K4 A RJ
739 REM WEIGHT ESTIMATES
748 VI = «KI A RJ) / KS) * SA
741 V2 «K2 A RJ) / KS) * SB
742 V3 «K3 A RJ) / KS) * SC
743 V4 • «K4 A RJ) / KS) * SO
778 VT VI + V2 + V3 + V4.
788 GOSUB 1868
798 PLOT CL + OC,RW + RO
888 IF VT > AX THEN GOSUB 1428
818 NEXT CL
828 NEXT RW
838 HOME I VTAB 24
840 PRINT I * 4' MSEC'
850 FOR RR • 1 TO 580: NEXT RR
860 RETURN
875 REM DRAW HEAD
880 R = (2 / 2) + 4: COLOR. 15
898 FOR CT.= 0 TO 6.283185 STEP .01745329
900 X • 23:Y • 19
910 CX = R * COS (CT)
928 CY = R * SIN (CT)
930 PLOT (Y - CY), (X + CX)
940 NEXT CT
950 GOSUB 1478
960 RETURN
965 REM DRAW COLOR SCALE
970 GR
980 FOR I • I TO 12
998 READ W
1880 COLOR= W
1018 PLOT 36,16 + I: PLOT 37,16 + I
1028 C(13 - I) = W
1038 NEXT I
1840 RETURN
1850 DATA 1,9,11,13,12,4,18,7,6,2,3,8
1068 FOR CO • I TO 12
1070 IF VT > (MN + ST * (CO - 1» THEN CR C(CO)
1888 NEXT CO
1898 COLORa CR
1180 RETURN
1185 REM CALC MEAN & S.D.
1110 BG INT «BG / 4) + .5)IED· INT «ED / 4) + .5):SP

I NT « SP / 4) + .5)
1120 IF W = 2 THEN GOSUB 1288
1130 N = 0
1148 KH. SQR «(2 / 2) A 2) * 2)
1158 SS = 01SU • 0
1168 FOR KQ a BG TO ED STEP SP
1170 FOR K8 = 1 TO 4
1180 U = A(KB,KQ) / (1 - ( SQR (HY / 2) * C»
1185 UY • A(KB,KQ)
1198 N • N + 2
1210 SU = SU + U
1220 SS = SS + U A 2
1222 SU = SU + UY
1223 SS = SS + UY A 2
1225 NEXT KQ
1238 ME • SU / N
1248 5J = 5QR «55 - «SU A 2) / N» / N)
1258 OM = ME - (3 * SJ)
1268 OS = «3 * SJ) + ME - OM) / 12
1270 RETURN
1288 FOR KA = I TO 255
1298 FOR LA = 1 TO 4
1300 A(LA,KA) = 256 - A(LA,KA)
1318 NEXT LA
1320 NEXT KA
1330 RETURN
1348 NN = 255:NX • 0
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Table 2 (Continued)

1358 FOR FA = 1 TO 4
1368 IF A(FA,I) > NX THEN NX = A(FA,I)
1378 IF A(iA,I) < NN THEN NN = A(FA,I)
13S8 NEXT FA
1398 NX = NX * (I + (C * (HY / 2»)
1395 NN = NN * (I + (C * (HY / 2»)
1398 I1'l = NN
1488 ST .. (NX - NN) / 12
1418 GOTO 528
1428 AX .. VT
1438 LX = I * 4
1448 RX = CL
1458 ex = RW
1468 RETURN
1478 HV .. 8
1488 FOR HR .. 3 TO 7
1498 PLOT 19 + HV,HR
1588 PLOT 19 - HV,HR
1518 HV .. HV + 1
1528 NEXT HR
1538 RETURN

vation rather than localized areas of high activity. Also,
similarpatterns of scalpactivity may representdifferent
functional components of the ERP (Fabiani, Gratton,
Karis, & Donchin, 1986).

Theseare important concerns which mustbe takeninto
account. The scalp-recorded locus of a particular ERP
component may not correspond exactly to the cortical
source generating the wave. Simultaneous bilateral gener
ator sources of similar potential would produce a max
ima along the midline because of overlapping zones of
conduction. Typically, however, there is great similarity
between the location of thegeneratorandthe correspond
ing scalp topography (Towe, 1980). Thus, these studies
may produce a generally accurate image of cortical ac
tivity during information processing.

Attaching functional labels to the various generator
sources identified with scalp topography mapping tech
niques may also be difficult since an ERP component is
not synonymous with a peak in the waveform (Fabiani
et aI., 1986). Identification of functional ERP compo
nents can only be accomplished by comparing neural
generators underdifferent experimental conditions (Don
chinet al., 1978). Although it is true that differentfunc
tional components of theERPmaybe represented by simi
lar patterns of scalp-recorded activity, heterogeneous
patterns must originate from different sources or must

500 MSEC

Figure I. ERP waveforms following the visual stimuli (letters).

Figure 2. Scalp topography maps of thedevelopment of the Nl40
(top) andPI80 (bottom) components of theERP (halftone reproduc
tions of the color display).
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represent differential activation of the same source (Pic
ton, Wood, Stuss, & Campbell, 1978). Scalp topogra
phy mapping techniques may offer a method for better
understanding these sources and their relationship to psy
chological constructs.
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